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GERMANY - A to D
Please note that the content of this book primarily
consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other
free sources online. The Daimler-Benz DB 604 was an
experimental German 24-cylinder aircraft engine,
which did not progress beyond the initial engine
testing phase and was ultimately abandoned in
September 1942. The DB 604 was unique among the
DB aircraft engines by having its 24 cylinders being
arranged in an X, i.e. 4 rows of 6 cylinders. The DB
604 was also unique amongst the X-24 engines, in
that it was not conceived as a further development of
existing Daimler-Benz aircraft engines such as the DB
601, DB 603 or DB 605. For example the Rolls-Royce
Vulture was basically two Rolls-Royce Peregrine
engines joined at the crankcase, thus producing the Xconfiguration of the cylinders. The DB 604 was a
completely new Daimler-Benz engine design featuring
a perfectly square stroke ratio of 135 mm x 135 mm.
The square stroke ratio enabled the relatively high
engine speed of 3,200 rpm. The first engine tested in
1939 on the engine test stand achieved a power
output of 1,725 kW (2,350 hp).

The Lady from Zagreb
During World War I, the navies of the opposing forces
discovered the value of aerial reconnaissance and
many experiments were made to allow larger
warships to carry one or sometimes two aircraft
aboard. In the early days these were float planes that
were lowered by crane into the sea and then lifted
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back aboard upon their return. This was a lengthy
affair and when a speedy departure was necessary,
time was of the essence. A new system was devised
so that a powerful catapult system and a short ramp
could, with the added speed of the ship, get an
aircraft airborne in a fraction of the time previously
required. Thus was born a highly specialised type of
aircraft. This book includes all the major designs that
went to war in the First and Second World Wars and
includes aircraft used by all the combatants. It looks
at how the aircraft evolved and how the warships
were modified to accommodate the aircraft and the
catapult system. The use of these fixed-wing aircraft
was abandoned when the invention of the helicopter
was made in the early post WW II years.

The SAE Journal
The technical problems confronting different societies
and periods, and the measures taken to solve them
form the concern of this annual collection of essays.
Volumes contain technical articles ranging widely in
subject, time and region, as well as general papers on
the history of technology. In addition to dealing with
the history of technical discovery and change, History
of Technology also explores the relations of
technology to other aspects of life -- social, cultural
and economic -- and shows how technological
development has shaped, and been shaped by, the
society in which it occurred.

Mercedes-Benz
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Beginning in 1985, one section is devoted to a special
topic

The Daimler Mercedes D.IIIa Aircraft
Engine
The piston engines that powered Second World War
fighters, the men who designed them, and the secret
intelligence work carried out by both Britain and
Germany would determine the outcome of the first
global air war. Advanced jet engines may have been
in development but every militarily significant air
battle was fought by piston-engined fighters. Whoever
designed the most powerful piston engines would win
air superiority and with it the ability to dictate the
course of the war as a whole. This is the never-beforetold story of a high-tech race, hidden behind the
closed doors of design offices and intelligence
agencies, to create the war's best fighter engine.
Using the fruits of extensive research in archives
around the world together with the previously
unpublished memoirs of fighter engine designers,
author Calum E. Douglas tells the story of a desperate
contest between the world's best engineers - the
Secret Horsepower Race.

Making Jet Engines in World War II
A comprehensive index to company and industry
information in business journals.

Powering the Luftwaffe
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During World War 2, Hitler’s engineers had pioneered
an incredible array of futuristic secret weapons, from
the Me 262, the first operational jet fighter, to the
deadly V2 inter-continental ballistic missile. With the
Third Reich shattered and lying in ruins, in the
summer of 1945, the Allies launched a frantic race to
grab what they saw as the justifiable spoils of war.
The Americans and Russians in particular were
anxious to secure not only the aircraft and the
research and production facilities, but also the key
German scientists and engineers. This Nazi
technology would define the balance of power in the
phoney peace of the Cold War era, launching an arms
race that shaped our modern world for decades to
come. But what of Britain’s role in this supermarket
sweep. The Race for Hitler’s X-Planes tells the untold
story of the British mission to Germany.

Catapult Aircraft
Aircraft Engines of the World
The aviation history of German aircraft from the very
early days to the present. Details of around five
hundred and twenty four aircraft. From the 1st. World
War types and the 2nd. World War aircraft. Fighters,
bombers, reconnaissance, trainers, civil types.
Landplanes, seaplanes, airships, rockets, bombs - lots
of stuff. An archive of information.Thye series of
books comes in four volumes. In this volume some of
the larger companies include: - Junkers - Klemm - LFG
Roland - Lippisch - LVG - Messerschmitt plus many
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others. There are around 524 pictures & 195 plan
diagrams. Details on some one thousand and fourteen
individual aircraft - Enjoy.

Bibliography of Scientific and Industrial
Reports
This aviation handbook is designed to be used as a
quick reference to the classic military heritage aircraft
that have been flown by members of the Canadian Air
Force, Royal Canadian Air Force, Royal Canadian
Navy, Canadian Army and the present-day Canadian
Forces. The interested reader will find useful
information and a few technical details on most of the
military aircraft that have been in service with active
Canadian squadrons both at home and overseas. 100
selected photographs have been included to illustrate
a few of the major examples in addition to the serial
numbers assigned to Canadian service aircraft. For
those who like to actually see the aircraft concerned,
aviation museum locations, addresses and contact
phone numbers have been included, along with a list
of aircraft held in each museums current inventory or
on display as gate guardians throughout Canada and
overseas. The aircraft presented in this edition are
listed alphabetically by manufacturer, number and
type. Although many of Canadas heritage warplanes
have completely disappeared, a few have been
carefully collected, restored and preserved, and some
have even been restored to flying condition. This
guide-book should help you to find and view Canadas
Warplane survivors.
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German Aircraft Industry and Production,
1933-1945
Our stories of industrial innovation tend to focus on
individual initiative and breakthroughs. With Making
Jet Engines in World War II, Hermione Giffard uses the
case of the development of jet engines to offer a
different way of understanding technological
innovation, revealing the complicated mix of factors
that go into any decision to pursue an innovative, and
therefore risky technology. Giffard compares the
approaches of Britain, Germany, and the United
States. Each approached jet engines in different ways
because of its own war aims and industrial expertise.
Germany, which produced more jet engines than the
others, did so largely as replacements for more
expensive piston engines. Britain, on the other hand,
produced relatively few engines—but, by shifting
emphasis to design rather than production, found
itself at war's end holding an unrivaled range of
designs. The US emphasis on development,
meanwhile, built an institutional basis for postwar
production. Taken together, Giffard's work makes a
powerful case for a more nuanced understanding of
technological innovation, one that takes into account
the influence of the many organizational factors that
play a part in the journey from idea to finished
product.

Engineers
Major Piston Aero-engines of World War
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II
The Daimler-Benz DB 605 is a German aircraft engine,
built during World War II. Developed from the DB 601,
the DB 605 was used from 1942 to 1945 in the
Messerschmitt Bf 109 fighter, the Bf 110 and Me 210C
heavy fighters. The DB 610, a coupled "power
system" powerplant comprising a pair of side-by-side
configured examples of the DB 605, and geared
together in the front to turn a single output shaft, was
used in Germany's only operational heavy bomber,
the Heinkel He 177. License-built versions of the DB
605 were used in the Macchi C.205, Fiat G.55,
Reggiane 2005 and some other Italian aircraft. It was
also initially used in the pusher-design Swedish Saab
J21. Approximately 42,400 DB 605s of all kinds were
built.

Technology and the Air Force: A
Retrospective Assessment
"The frenzy of technological invention and
improvement that accompanied each large-scale
conflict during the twentieth century has been one of
the most important factors in driving the spectacular
scientific advances made during the last hundred
years. The half-way point of the century saw the
horrors of the first truly global battle--World War II. At
that time the piston aero engine was at its zenith and
the world's airforces were almost entirely propeller
driven. It is a period that provides the most
interesting study of these engines and the aircraft
they powered because the rapid change to turbojets
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that occurred in the post-war era saw the demise of
the piston engine on almost all types of military
aircraft and large airliners. This book looks at the
design and development of the most famous engines
used by the combatants during this great air war.
Each type is studied and evaluated in historical
perspective and many famous aircraft are illustrated
to demonstrate installation and differing usage. One
Merlin makes a Spitfire, two a Mosquito, and four a
Lancaster. Engines made in America, Russia, and
Germany could boast the same versatility and are
described here in detail." --Book jacket.

Designs on Nature
High-speed Diesel Engines for
Automotive, Aeronautical, Marine,
Railroad and Industrial Use, with
Chapters on Other Types of Oil Engines
and Gas Turbines
Aircraft Engines of the World. 1941-.
MERCEDES-BENZ - Guide
Broken Me 262 Jet Fighters Part 1
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The Bombing War
Engineers have always had a huge influence on the
way we live and how our world looks. They create
lasting solutions to the biggest challenges, and
construct iconic and incredible buildings that have
literally stood the test of time. Engineers tells their
story, from the men who built the Great Pyramid in
Egypt to the pioneers of space travel. Often many
different minds worked together or built on the work
of previous generations to achieve a working version
of a great idea: Engineers explores this progression of
ideas, from initial concept to prototype and finished
design. The great achievements of engineers go hand
in hand with the world's greatest structures, such as
aqueducts, monuments, bridges, and dams. These
works are shown in detail and highlighted with
beautiful illustrations, photographs, and technical
drawings.

Daimler-Benz in the Third Reich
Mercedes Benz
From New York Times–bestselling author Philip Kerr,
the much-anticipated return of Bernie Gunther in a
series hailed by Malcolm Forbes as “the best crime
novels around today.” A beautiful actress, a rising star
of the giant German film company UFA, now
controlled by the Propaganda Ministry. The very
clever, very dangerous Propaganda Minister—close
confidant of Hitler, an ambitious schemer and flagrant
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libertine. And Bernie Gunther, former Berlin homicide
bull, now forced to do favors for Joseph Goebbels at
the Propaganda Minister’s command. This time, the
favor is personal. And this time, nothing is what it
seems. Set down amid the killing fields of Ustashecontrolled Croatia, Bernie finds himself in a world of
mindless brutality where everyone has a hidden
agenda. Perfect territory for a true cynic whose
instinct is to trust no one.

The Secret Horsepower Race
The Aviation history of German aircraft from the very
early days to the present. Details on around 1,438
aircraft. From the 1st.World war types and the 2nd.
World war aircraft. Fighters, bombers,
reconnaissance, trainers and civil types, plus
numerous other types. Landplanes, seaplanes,
airships, rockets, bombs - lots of stuff. An archive of
information. The series of books comes in four
volumes. In this volume some of the larger companies
include: - AEG - AGO - Airbus - Albatros - Arado Aviatik - BFW - Blohm und Voss - Brandenburg Dornier + many others. There are around - 575
pictures & 143 plan diagrams. Enjoy

History of Technology
S.A.E. Transactions
Beskriver den tyske flyindustri i perioden 1933-45,
herunder de særlige forhold under 2. verdenskrig.
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Hoover Institution Publication
Kites, Birds & Stuff - Aircraft of
GERMANY - I to M
Photographs and information of unfinished, war
weary, crash-landed, cannibalized, new ones, but all
"dead Messerschmidt Me262s, found scattered all
over the former Nazi Germany at the end of World
War II, 8may1945. Enjoy this nine part series!

Daimler-Benz DB 604
The Duesenberg name became legendary in early
auto racing and is now known around the world as
one of the most sought after classic cars. For a brief
period, encompassing World War I, Fred and Augie
Duesenberg turned their attention to aircraft engines.
In the span of five years, their company created four
unique aircraft engines and was involved in the
development of others. Duesenberg Aircraft Engines:
A Technical Description contains over 100 illustrations
and describes the aircraft engines from this nearly
forgotten chapter in Duesenberg and aviation history.

Duesenberg Aircraft Engines
Aviation technology progressed by leaps and bounds
during the late 1930s and early 1940s. Although
much of this was due to advances in airframe design,
much less appreciated is the role of aero engine
development. This book focuses on this aspect,
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particularly German piston aero engine design and
development, which has been generally under
researched and under published compared to Allied
piston aero engines. It covers key piston aero engines
such as those produced by Daimler-Benz, BMW, and
Junkers, as well as less well appreciated engines such
as those produced by Siemens, Argus, and Hirth. It
also covers turbojets and rockets, particularly the
Junkers Jumo 004 and Walter 109-509 that powered
the infamous Messerschmitt Me 262 and Me 163 jet
and rocket fighters. Finally, the book concludes with
tables comparing Allied and German piston engines, a
glossary of key terms, and a bibliography.

Daimler-Benz DB 605
A follow-up to Finding the Few, this companion
volume deals with the postwar discovery and
recovery of wartime Luftwaffe aircrew who were
downed and lost over the UK, most of them during
1940s. There is a lot of detective work involved here.
Sometimes airmen have been identified with the
tiniest clue, although each case has a common
thread; they were all concluded by the diligent
research of private individuals and researchers, many
involving the author. Indeed, as a result of his work,
Saunders was given a special award by the German
ambassador in London. Not all involve recovery and
identification of the 'missing' - some are cases where
buried German airmen were 'unknown' and are now
able to be named and given formal confirmation by
the German War Graves Service. Each case is
remarkable and intriguing. Just one example will
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suffice: One Luftwaffe pilot was downed on
September 5th, 1940. He had been born on
September 5th, his flying license awarded on
September 5th, he was recovered and identified on
September 5th (many years later!) and laid to rest in
Austria on September 5th. This amazing book,
eloquently written, covers casualties right through
1940 to 1944 and is, as with the author's earlier work,
a real page turner!

Aircraft Engine Manufacturers of
Germany
Studebaker's Xh-9350 and Their
Involvement with Other Aircraft Engines
Canadian Warplanes
Vols. 30-54 (1932-46) issued in 2 separately paged
sections: General editorial section and a Transactions
section. Beginning in 1947, the Transactions section is
continued as SAE quarterly transactions.

The Race for Hitler's X-Planes
Purchase includes free access to book updates online
and a free trial membership in the publisher's book
club where you can select from more than a million
books without charge. Chapters: Bmw, Daimler-Benz,
Eads, Maybach, Junkers, Thielert, Rapp Motorenwerke,
Siemens-Schuckert, Motorenfabrik Oberursel, Hirth,
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Siemens

Hoover's Handbook
Before the United States entered World War II, the
Army Air Corps conceptualized a large aircraft engine
for which fuel efficiency was the paramount concern.
It was believed that such an engine could power
bombers from North America to attack targets in
Europe, a tactic that would be needed if the United
Kingdom were to fall. This engine project was known
as MX-232, and Studebaker was tasked with its
development. After years of testing and development,
the MX-232 program produced the Studebaker
XH-9350 engine design. Although a complete
XH-9350 engine was not built, Studebaker's XH-9350
and Their Involvement with Other Aircraft Engines
details the development of the MX-232 program and
the XH-9350 design. In addition, the book covers
Studebaker's work with other aircraft engines: the
power plant for the Waterman Arrowbile, their
licensed production of the Wright R-1820 radial
engine during World War II, and their licensed
production of the General Electric J47 jet engine
during the Korean War.

Predicasts F & S Index United States
Biology and politics have converged today across
much of the industrialized world. Debates about
genetically modified organisms, cloning, stem cells,
animal patenting, and new reproductive technologies
crowd media headlines and policy agendas. Less
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noticed, but no less important, are the rifts that have
appeared among leading Western nations about the
right way to govern innovation in genetics and
biotechnology. These significant differences in law
and policy, and in ethical analysis, may in a
globalizing world act as obstacles to free trade,
scientific inquiry, and shared understandings of
human dignity. In this magisterial look at some
twenty-five years of scientific and social development,
Sheila Jasanoff compares the politics and policy of the
life sciences in Britain, Germany, the United States,
and in the European Union as a whole. She shows how
public and private actors in each setting evaluated
new manifestations of biotechnology and tried to
reassure themselves about their safety. Three main
themes emerge. First, core concepts of democratic
theory, such as citizenship, deliberation, and
accountability, cannot be understood satisfactorily
without taking on board the politics of science and
technology. Second, in all three countries, policies for
the life sciences have been incorporated into "nationbuilding" projects that seek to reimagine what the
nation stands for. Third, political culture influences
democratic politics, and it works through the
institutionalized ways in which citizens understand
and evaluate public knowledge. These three aspects
of contemporary politics, Jasanoff argues, help
account not only for policy divergences but also for
the perceived legitimacy of state actions.

Development of Aircraft Engines
“ In view of the number of volumes that have been
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produced in recent years about Germany’s most
famous auto maker, it must seem presumptuous to
add yet another to the stack. Being relatively thin,
this one had to be different. It devotes itself to
Mercedes-Benz cars and the most specific and
personal aspects of their development, performance
and maintenance, at the unavoidable sacrifice of
portions of the long history of this great firm. The
fascinating story of Mercedes racing has been told by
George Monkhouse, Laurence Pomeroy Jr. and S. C. H.
Davis, among others, while the fine successes of 1954
and 1955 are still familiar to most readers. I’ve
chosen to concentrate on several Mercedes and Benz
racing machines that were extremely interesting and
productive yet remain virtually unknown today. At the
other end of the performance scale the distinctive
Mercedes diesels are covered completely” (1959 Karl E. Ludvigsen)

Finding the Foe
Introduce young readers to classic sports cars.

U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey: Daimler
Benz, AG, Unterturkheim, Germany
This is a study of the experience of one of Germany's
most important armaments manufacturers - and
automotive companies - during the period of the Third
Reich. The book examines how the opportunities
offered by the Nazi rearmament in the 1930s led to
rapid expansion and a surge in profits.
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History of Technology
The ultimate history of the Blitz and bombing in the
Second World War, from Wolfson Prize-winning
historian and author Richard Overy The use of
massive fleets of bombers to kill and terrorize civilians
was an aspect of the Second World War which
continues to challenge the idea that Allies specifically
fought a 'moral' war. For Britain, bombing became
perhaps its principal contribution to the fighting as,
night after night, exceptionally brave men flew over
occupied Europe destroying its cities. The Bombing
War radically overhauls our understanding of the War.
It is the first book to examine seriously not just the
most well-known parts of the campaign, but the
significance of bombing on many other fronts - the
German use of bombers on the Eastern Front for
example (as well as much newly discovered material
on the more familiar 'Blitz' on Britain), or the Allied
campaigns against Italian cities. The result is the
author's masterpiece - a rich, gripping, picture of the
Second World War and the terrible military,
technological and ethical issues that relentlessly
drove all its participants into an abyss. Reviews:
'Magnificent must now be regarded as the standard
work on the bombing war It is probably the most
important book published on the history of he second
world war this century' Richard J Evans, Guardian
'Monumental this is a major contribution to one of the
most controversial aspects of the Second World War
full of new detail and perspectives hugely impressive'
James Holland, Literary Review 'This tremendous book
does what the war it describes signally failed to do.
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With a well-thought-out strategy and precision, it
delivers maximum force on its objectives The result is
a masterpiece of the historian's art' The Times 'It is
unlikely that a work of this scale, scope and merit will
be surpassed' Times Higher Education 'What
distinguishes Mr Overy's account of the bombing war
from lesser efforts is the wealth of narrative detail
and analytical rigour that he brings to bear' Economist
'Excellent Overy is never less than an erudite and
clear-eyed guide whose research is impeccable and
whose conclusions appear sensible and convincing
even when they run against the established trends'
Financial Times 'Hard to surpass. If you want to know
how bombing worked, what it did and what it meant,
this is the book to read' Times Literary Supplement
About the author: Richard Overy is the author of a
series of remarkable books on the Second World War
and the wider disasters of the twentieth century. The
Dictators: Hitler's Germany, Stalin's Russia won both
the Wolfson Prize for History and the Hessell-Tiltman
Prize. He is Professor of History at the University of
Exeter. Penguin publishes 1939: Countdown to War,
The Morbid Age, Russia's War, Interrogations, The
Battle of Britain and The Dictators. He lives in London.
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